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The logic of subset spaces SSL is a bimodal logic introduced in [2] for
formalising reasoning about points and sets. We use �,♦ for the first set
of modalities and k, l for the second. The Hilbert-system for SSL combines
S4-axioms for (�,♦) with S5-axioms for (k, l) and two additional axiom
schemata, i.e. persistence for literals and the cross axiom. The �♦-fragment
of the resulting system is trivialised by these additions, while SSL is con-
servative over S5 w.r.t. kl-formulas. Using the cut-free, one-sided, labelled
sequent calculus LSSL-p presented in [3], we can prove these results in a
purely syntactic way. In particular, we show that every formula obtained
by decorating a tautology with modalities �,♦ is derivable.

Obviously, a cut-free proof of a kl-formula contains no application of
�- or ♦-rules. We relate the kl-part of the calculus in two ways to calculi
for S5. In contrast to [5, 1], LSSL-p makes use of compound expressions
for worlds and a “is-world”-predicate. This way, the internalised semantics
is close to the original subset space logic, and the frame rules can be kept
simple (without eigenvariable conditions), but due to these modifications of
the general method, the kl-fragment of LSSL-p is not the S5-system in
[5]. However, it can be obtained by adding some further restrictions to the
rules of the system constructed following the strategy in [5] for the S5-frames
with the full relation for accessibility. Furthermore, the role of labels in the
kl-fragment is so simple that we can readily shift to a variant using lists or
multisets of sequents instead. The system obtained this way can be regarded
as a one-sided version of Poggiolesi’s calculus in [4]. Thus, we found another
way to relate the kl-fragment to S5.
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